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Great Writers Inspire: Learning from the Past This collection of freely available literary resources is aimed at students
from sixth-form to university, their teachers, and at lifelong learners. It contains lectures, eBooks and contextual essays
for reuse by individuals and the educational community.

Always interesting to read advice from the greats. But sometimes I wonder These quotes tend to swing wildly
between craft, motivation, business, life, and everything in between. They are hallmarks of a pretentious ass.
Read back over the last thing you wrote. Did you use any strange words you found hidden deep inside the
thesaurus? A big vocabulary is not the hallmark of a great writer. Instead, strive to take complex, fascinating
ideas and make them universally accessible 2 "Write drunk, edit sober. You can write drunk if you want, but I
think what Hemingway was getting at here was this: They require totally different states of mind. When you
write, you should be loose, ambitious, and open-minded. Follow your creative instincts. Let the words flow.
Let the story take you where it wants. When editing, you need to get tough. Find the heart of the story and
carve away everything else. Always keep these processes separate. Stop editing as you go. Similarly,
Hemingway knew that sometimes it takes more than a little whiskey to free your brain from its creative
shackles. This idea, that first drafts always suck, is amazingly freeing once you internalize it. Give yourself
permission to suck. Get that shitty first draft out of the way so you can start to sculpt it into something that
resembles quality work. As noted above, avoid spending too much time digging through the thesaurus for
gems like, "canter", "hotfoot", and "smoke" when "run" will do just fine. What is the simplest verb available
that will properly express the action? On first glance, it might seem like "the moon is shining" IS showing.
Drill your writing down to the deepest details. You can always trim back later. You are allowed no more than
two or three per , words of prose. Exclamation points are a funny thing. They can be excellent at adding
emphasis or expressing surprise, shock, horror, etc. But when you start to see them too often, or used poorly,
nothing makes you roll your eyes faster. It will make the moment that much more powerful when you come
across a scene that truly calls for one. Guys, writing is about storytelling. Know enough grammar to be able to
communicate properly. Now more than ever, headlines matter. With so much competition in every medium ,
people are forced to be much more selective in what content they choose to consume. Some argue that you
should spend at least as much time on your title or headline as you do on the writing itself. A good habit to get
into: Brainstorm at least a dozen different options to see if you may be overlooking a gem. Adverbs are used
to describe or modify verbs, adjectives, or even other adverbs. And, when not wielded properly, can be the
hallmark of an amateur writer. King is particularly critical of adverbs used in speech attribution: Struggling to
find something to write about? Then this quote should hit home for you. Not just to show off skill or craft.
Before you write your next piece, ask: What makes me angry? Long, elaborate scene description. Phrases that
set out to be deep and profoud. But, as Leonard says, if it sounds too much like a writer wrote it, rewrite it.
Why settle for the most plain way of expressing an idea? Try injecting a little artistry into what you do. Try
rewriting your intro in three or four different ways, coming at it from different angles each time. Theme is
quite a beast. Where theme really shines is in specific imagery, actions, and moments in your writing. Do you
have spots in your writing where you openly spell out the theme, moral, or lesson? Think about showing us,
instead. This has to be one of the most brutal truths about writing that there is. Every word you write has to
serve the goals of the larger piece. Hard as it may be. Starting is almost always the hardest part. In it, he talks
about how ruining things can be a heck of a lot easier than building from scratch: As I stood there with a blank
page bullying me, she walked over and wrested the charcoal from my hand. Leaning over the table, she made
one long and noisy swipe, gashing the paper with a thick vein of black that stretched from corner to corner.
With the pristine paper already ruined, I got started. I whittled away the gash, erasing it in parts and adding in
others. The thick line drove my composition and lead to idea after idea. The final piece ended up looking
nothing like it, but that hardly mattered. Any way that you can. God, this is good. Great writing tends to reveal
uncomfortable truths. Stephen King nailed it. Reading other great work comes with a host of benefits. It
inspires you to achieve great heights with your own writing. It activates your creative mind by stirring up
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themes, issues, and plots inside your brain. And it teaches you about the craft of storytelling. Sometimes, the
blank piece of paper is going to win. No sense in continually banging your head into a brick wall. Go for a
walk. Spend time with your family. Tomorrow will be a new day.
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Great American Women Writers $ Some of America's most influential literary figures have been women who, in bravely
documenting their perspectives, broadened the minds of readers and paved the way for writers of all backgrounds to tell
their stories.

Next Connecting Creativity With Mental Illness When Swedish researchers combed through population
registries looking for a link between creativity and mental illness, they found that writers have a slightly
increased risk for depression and suicide, but their relatives do not. These results, published in the Journal of
Psychiatric Research, suggest that something about the life of an author tends toward depression. In fact, "for
writers there was an increase in most psychiatric disorders, not seen in relatives," explained researcher and
study author Simon Kyaga, MD, of the department for medical epidemiology and biostatistics at the
Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, Sweden. The writing life is of necessity isolated, stressful, and full of
rumination over the mystery of human behavior, as Mark Twain, F. But this famous depressed writer also
lived with a lot of family drama that could have contributed to his stress and depression. Substance abuse and
alcohol use often play roles as people struggling with depression attempt to self-medicate. During those years,
this famous depressed writer also produced some of his best-known works, such as The Shining, Pet
Sematary, and Carrie. Scott Fitzgerald and his wife Zelda were known for their glamorous and tumultuous
lifestyle, full of wild parties, travel, and larger-than-life characters. The Great Gatsby remains his best-known
work, but other novels such as The Beautiful and the Damned detail a lot of the same ground. Their glittering
life had a dark side, punctuated by alcoholism and depression for both of them, and their legacy includes being
famous depressed writers. Alcoholism, substance abuse, and depressive episodes go hand in hand. Research
published in the Journal of Studies in Alcohol and Drugs found that about one in three depressive episodes
among a population of men tracked over 30 years were due to alcohol use. Her only novel, the
much-acclaimed The Bell Jar, details the experience and recovery of a character going through suicidal
depression and electric shock therapy. Plath first attempted suicide when she was just 19 years old and
struggled with depression during her brief but productive writing career. The famous depressed writer
ultimately committed suicide at age 30 by inhaling gas from her kitchen oven. His life illustrates the difficulty
of teasing out the familial and personal triggers for depression. Rice is said to have fallen into a deep
depression after her 5-year-old daughter died from leukemia. She found that her only relief from despair was
writing. Her first novel, Interview With a Vampire, was turned into a successful movie, followed by many
other tales in The Vampire Chronicles series. Today, this famous depressed writer has a huge cult following.
Thomson notes that though many writers struggle with their work, there are others â€” such as Rice â€” for
whom writing is a release. It can bring pleasure and a sense of peacefulness through being surrounded by a
world of people the writer created, he suggested. WikiMedia Commons Emily Dickinson Isolation is
practically synonymous with Emily Dickinson, another famous depressed writer, yet like many other historic
figures, she never officially received a diagnosis of depression. Instead, readers and historians have had to
guess about her mental health from the tone of her work and how she lived. The debate seems to swing back
and forth between a diagnosis of bipolar disorder and depression. In fact, the hypomania that can accompany
bipolar which also has depressive episodes often gives rise to creativity, said Dr. Rowling Perhaps one of the
most famous depressed writers of the modern era is J. Rowling, creator of the Harry Potter series. But even
fame and fortune did not cure her depression.
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The Very Best Living Writers Greatest Poets American Writers The Greatest Novelists of All Time The Greatest Science
Fiction Authors The Very Best Fantasy Authors History's Greatest Female Authors Short Story Writers The Greatest
Living Novelists English Poets Romance Novelists Best Playwrights Horror Writers The Best Selling Fiction Authors The
Lamest Authors of All Time Female Novelists.

The Write Life is taking a stand. We hate to break it to you benevolent gift givers, but your good-intentioned
notebook gifts tend to go straight to the junk drawer. But if not a notebook, what do you give that special
writer in your life? As writers ourselves, we know just the thing. Aqua Notes Sometimes the best ideas for
stories, characters or blog post pop into our heads in the shower â€” but we forget about them when we move
on with our day. This waterproof notepad can help document the greatest of ideas and grocery lists. Space-age
pen Besides showering, another common burst-of-inspiration activity tends to be sleeping. The Fisher Space
Pen Bullet , which will write in any angle including upside down , will make a perfect accessory for their
bed-side table. Out of print t-shirt, sweatshirt or tote bag Some writer nerd clothing can be downright â€” well,
nerdy. Out of Print tees, hoodies and totes, which feature the covers of iconic and often you guessed it out of
print books, buck the norm and are actually fashionable. Check out their accessories, too. Keep their toes
warm with Library Card Socks , or brighten up their restricted reading section with the Match Book Set. One
Hundred Book Covers in One Box pays tribute to the iconic Penguin paperback book covers and packs of
them into one easy-to-wrap box. This gift also pays tribute to your recipient. Oh wait, there is! Scrabble
Magnets Speaking of magnetic poetry, take it one step further and go for Scrabble Magnetic Refrigerator Tiles
so your writer friend can not only create their own poetry, but also invent their own words. They can use it to
download audio books, magazines and newspapers to their smartphone, tablet, computer or almost any other
device that plays audio. Even Jerry Seinfeld swears by this technique. Give them their initials as a typewriter
necklace or ring. Guys will appreciate these at sign typewriter cufflinks. Literary passport holder or luggage
tags If the writer in your life also loves to travel, the Penguin Shop sells a variety of items that could be just
the perfect gift. Lawrence, choose from luggage tags, passport holders and stainless steel water bottles. Image
from Litograph Bananagrams Bananagrams is an anagram game similar to Scrabble, but requires no pens,
notepads or playing board. This makes it extremely easy to transport and play on-the-go. Image from Amazon
To become a writer, one must begin by writing. Writing guidebooks We writers love to nerd out overâ€¦ you
guessed it, writing. Help your writer build their bookshelf, fine-tune their craft and actually make money from
their writing with these writing memoirs and guidebooks.
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Each set comes in a box that easily converts to a puppet theater. The Writers set includes Shakespeare, Virginia Woolf,
Dickens and Tolstoy. They're magnetic, so when you're done, you can stick them to the fridge!.

I enjoy literary gossip. The Simpsons did it. He suspects that Harbach somehow got a hold of his manuscript,
which was shopped to editors in the mids, and stole elements to complete his own novel about a scrappy
underdog college winning a surprise championship. Green alleges a host of similarities, but the main point of
contention is the climax. In both novels, the unlikely hero comes back to pinch hit at the bottom of the 9th
with two outs, and helps win the title after he is beaned in the head. Then, in the bottom of the ninth, with two
outs, Mr. Burns decides to bring in Homer Simpson to pinch hit. Homer is beaned in the skull. Yes, there are
some differences company team instead of college team, beaned on the first pitch instead of the third, etc.
Article continues after advertisement Writing consists of basically two things: You come up with an idea, and
you figure out how to execute it in terms of style, setting, and genre. Writers are understandably protective of
our ideas, but for better or worse the law only really protects execution. Unless someone is directly stealing
your exact words, it is nearly impossible to prove that they took the idea. Prevent people from reusing an
existing idea, and you end literature. I constantly dread not finishing a novel or story before someone else
publishes the same concept first. While ideas may be a dime a dozen, when a book is a massive hit, that idea is
dead to the market for a while. Yes, anything is possible. The reality of publishing is that agents and editors
are inundated with manuscripts every day, and most of those are instantly forgotten. Agents and editors do not
hold onto manuscripts to pillage for ideas and if they did they would do so with a proven commodity like
James Patterson and not an untested debut author. Article continues after advertisement Then again,
sometimes ideas simply stick with you and resurface unknowingly. I have no doubt that every author has
inadvertently thought of an idea that was actually something they read about years ago. For now, Harbach is in
the clear and Green presses on. The case will work itself through the court according to the law. For the rest of
us, all we can do is hope our ideas are as unique as we think they are and work as hard as possible to make
sure the execution is.
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Best American Authors I'm fine with this listbut it should be understood that this is really just a list of good/great books by
American authors that a few.

Who knows, one of these books might become your new favorite. It included a few of the same books above,
plus two short stories by Stephen Crane. I have never started a novel It opens up the possibilities of a novel. It
makes it seem worth doing. Warlord of Mars series. Martin has said that J. Arabian Nights ," among others.
He also included B. After he fired a gun as a suicide threat, the inn insisted that he be supervised by a nurse.
Beckett wrote about many books in his correspondence: He described Around the World in 80 Days by Jules
Verne as "lively stuff," wrote that his fourth reading of Effi Briest by Theodor Fontane caused "the same old
tears in the same old places," and that he liked The Catcher in the Rye by J. Salinger "more than anything for a
long time. The unexpurgated edition is instructional. Rowling she wrote the latter under a pseudonym went
with a classic: Oswald is such a very real narrator, at a time when most people were writing morality plays for
children. I felt like I was almost there with them in their living room and their kitchen. She had already read it
enough times to almost memorize it in its entirety. Explaining in Wild the choice to bring along the extra
weight in her pack, she writes: California was now my bible, but The Dream of a Common Language was my
religion. When asked for her all-time favorite book, she said: I think young people today might not realize
how readable that novel is. On the favorites list for the author of bestsellers like Tenth of December and
Lincoln in the Bardo? I thought it was the only copy in the world. To this day I feel guilty. This article first ran
in
7: Do Great Writers Really Steal? On Plagiarism and Publishing | Literary Hub
PÃ©ter NÃ¡das. One of the most prominent Hungarian writers of recent years, NÃ¡das has gained huge acclaim for his
dense and extremely lengthy meditations on European history and political tragedy.

8: Great literary getaways: 10 writersâ€™ retreats for an inspirational break | Travel | The Guardian
For more wisdom from beloved authors, complement with Kurt Vonnegut's 8 rules for a great story, Joy Williams on why
writers write, David Ogilvy's 10 no-bullshit tips, Henry Miller's 11 commandments, Jack Kerouac's 30 beliefs and
techniques, John Steinbeck's 6 pointers, and Susan Sontag's synthesized learnings.

9: 22 Gifts for Writers That Are Way Better Than a Boring Old Notebook
Here are 25 authors's favorite reads. Who knows, one of these books might become your new favorite. 'For a great
writer, When the author of the bestselling memoir Wild set off on her.
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